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Abstract The dynamic topography links with the mantle structures at various temporal and spatial
scales. However, it is still unclear how it relates to the dynamics of subducting lithosphere when plates
reach the mantle transition zone and lower mantle. Seismic tomography images show how slab
morphologies vary from sinking subvertically into the lower mantle, to lying flat above the upper‐lower
mantle discontinuity, to thickening in the shallow lower mantle. These slab shapes have been considered to
be the result of variable interaction of the slab with the upper‐lower mantle discontinuity at ~670 km depth.
Previous studies show that periodic deep slab dynamics can explain a variety of enigmatic geological and
geophysical observations such as periodic variations of the plate velocities, trench retreat and advance
episodes, and the scattered distribution of slab dip angle in the upper mantle. In this study, we use
two‐dimensional subduction models to investigate the surface topography expression and its evolution
during slab transition zone interaction. Our models show that topography does not depend on slab
morphology; indeed, the dynamic topography cannot distinguish between a slab sinking straight into the
lower mantle and slab stagnation at the upper‐lower mantle boundary. However, topographic oscillations
are related to episodes of the trench advance and retreat, which in turn are linked to the slab folding
behavior at transition zone depths. Our results suggest that the surface transient signal observed by
geological studies could help to detect deep subduction dynamics.

1. Introduction

Topography is the product of processes occurring over diverse temporal and spatial scales, and the processes
that shape the surface can be considered as the combination of three ingredients: the surface processes, the
lithospheric isostatic adjustment, and the deep mantle dynamics. The surface processes are mainly linked to
tectonic and geomorphic processes (e.g. Pérez‐Peña et al., 2010; Sembroni et al., 2016). Crustal and litho-
sphere deformation is accommodated by isostatic component, which is stable over long timescales, causing
lateral density variations of the crust and the lithosphere, which are balanced by rapid vertical adjustments
(e.g. Husson & Ricard, 2004; Kaban et al., 2004; Watts, 1978). Dynamic topography is related to stress acting
at base lithosphere due to mantle convection and produce a transient signal on the surface (e.g., Arnould
et al., 2018; Forte et al., 1993; Gurnis, 1990; Hager & Richards, 1989; Lithgow‐Bertelloni, 1997;
Lithgow‐Bertelloni & Silver, 1998; Liu & Gurnis, 2010; Mitrovica et al., 1989; Panasyuk & Hager, 2000;
Zhong & Gurnis, 1994). The dynamic topography is thus expected to be particularly significant during
subduction inducing vigorous mantle flow (e.g. Duretz et al., 2011; Mitrovica et al., 1989; Zhong &
Gurnis, 1994). Slab shallowing, for example, is expected to produce down‐warping of the upper plate and
consequent marine transgression (e.g., Gurnis, 1990; Liu et al., 2008; Mitrovica et al., 1989). Variations in
slab dip angle associated to slab folding are correlated with oscillation of surface topography (Cerpa et al.,
2014; Cerpa et al., 2015; Guillaume et al., 2009; Martinod et al., 2016), whereas downward tilt of the upper
plate toward the subduction trench has been shown to be due to the interaction of the slab with the upper
lower mantle discontinuity (Crameri & Lithgow‐Bertelloni, 2017; Hager, 1984).

Seismic tomography shows that the cold lithosphere has a wide variability of dips and shapes at both upper
and lower mantle depths. In particular, at the base of the upper mantle, slabs appear either sink straight in
the lower mantle or lay down horizontally above upper/lower mantle discontinuity (about 670 km) or even
deeper around 1,000 km (Fukao & Obayashi, 2013; Ricard et al., 1993; Sigloch & Mihalynuk, 2013; Van Der
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Meer et al., 2010). Several studies have highlighted the likely mechanisms that may control this slab varia-
bility at transition zone and lower mantle depth, and it has been generally accepted that the viscosity con-
trast between the upper/lower mantle together with the endothermic ringwoodite to post spinel transition
at 670 km depth hampers slabs penetration if subduction is accompanied by trench retreat (Agrusta et al.,
2017; Christensen, 1996; Čížková & Bina, 2013; Garel et al., 2014; Kincaid & Olson, 1987; Mao & Zhong,
2018). Moreover, the apparent thickening of some slabs into the lower mantle may be explained by the fold-
ing of slabs as soon as they start to interact with the mantle transition zone (MTZ) (Běhounková & Čížková,
2008; Lee & King, 2011; Tosi et al., 2015). Indeed, Sigloch and Mihalynuk (2013) suggest that the thick lower
mantle anomalies below North America may be indicators of a remnant slab that piled up almost vertically
near the MTZ before breaking and sinking into the lower mantle. Slab buckling and folding may be induced
by strong slab pull forces linked to the 410‐km discontinuity (i.e., olivine to wadsleyite [ol‐wd] transition)
and by a strong barrier to slab penetration due to the post‐spinel phase transition (Běhounková &
Čížková, 2008), by the reduction of the thermal expansivity with depth (Tosi et al., 2015), or by the deforma-
tion of young and weak subducting plates (Agrusta et al., 2018; Garel et al., 2014).

Here, we use 2D numerical models to define the large‐scale topography evolution of the upper plate during
subduction. Our result indicates the deformation of the slab into the transition zone, and its subsequent
lower mantle penetration is marked by a specific topography fingerprint that can be used as a proxy of deep
mantle slab dynamics.

2. Numerical Approach and Model Setup
2.1. Governing Equations and Model Setup

Single‐sided subduction, lithospheric models are calculated using CITCOM code (Moresi & Gumis, 1996;
Wang et al., 2015). The code uses the finite element method to solve the system of conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy equations for an incompressible fluid under the extended Boussinesq approxima-
tion (Christensen & Yuen, 1985), infinite Prandtl number, and without internal heating

∇·u ¼ 0; (1)

∇ η ∇uþ∇uT
� �� �
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whereu; γi;P;T;Ts; t; z;αz;σ; _ε; and η are the dimensionless (indicated by the upper bar) velocity, Clapeyron
slope of ith phase transition, pressure, temperature, surface temperature, time, depth, coefficient of thermal
expansion, stress, strain rate, and viscosity. The parameters Ra, Rbi, Rac, and Di are the thermal Rayleigh
number, the boundary Rayleigh numbers associated with the phase transition, the compositional
Rayleigh number, which represents the density variation between the continent and the underlying mantle,
and the dissipation number, respectively. They are defined as follows:

Ra ¼ α0 g ρmΔT H3

κ η0
;Rbi ¼ g Δρi H

3

κ η0
;Rac ¼ g ρc−ρmð Þ H3

κ η0
;Di ¼ α0 ρmH

Cp
: (5)

The definition and the values of the parameters in Equation (5) are listed in Table 1.

The thermal expansion coefficient is depth dependent, and it is defined asαz ¼ exp −1:1zð Þ (Tosi et al., 2013).
The advection term in the energy equation (Equation (3)) and the composition C (Equation (4)) are solved
with the marker‐in‐cell method (Gerya & Yuen, 2003), where markers are advected at each time step by the
solid flow and interpolated to the finite element integration points.
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Mantle phase transitions are included in the models using a harmonic phase function (Agrusta et al., 2014).
The relative fraction of the heavier phase is described by the phase function Γ, varying from 0 to 1 with
respect to pressure and temperature, as follows:

Γi ¼ 0:5 1þ sin π
z−zi−γi T−Ti

� �
di

� 	� 	
; (6)

where di is the vertical width of the transition i, zi and Ti are the depth and the temperature of the phase
transitions at equilibrium conditions (Table 1).

The rheological model is assumed to be a combination of a diffusion creep and a pseudo brittle Byerlee rheol-
ogy (Agrusta et al., 2017). The effective viscosity is thus calculated from the viscosity of
individual mechanisms:

ηeff ¼ min ηdiff ; ηbyer

 �

(7)

with

ηdiff ¼ Aupper;lowerexp
Eupper;lower þ PVupper;lower

RT

� �
; (8)

and

Table 1
Model Parameters

Symbol Parameter Unit Value

Global parameters
H Box height km 3,000
ΔT Potential temperature drop K 1,350
ρc Continental crust density kg·m−3 2,700
ρm Mantle reference density kg·m−3 3,300
g Gravity m·s−2 9.8
α0 Surface thermal expansion K−1 3 × 10−5

κ Thermal diffusivity m−2·s−1 10−6

η0 Reference viscosity Pa·s 1020

CP Heat capacity J·kg−1·K−1 1,250
R Gas constant J·mol−1·K−1 8.314
Rheological model parameters
Diffusion creep
Aupper,lower Pre‐exponential upper mantle Pa·s 1.87 × 109

Pre‐exponential lower mantle 2.29 × 1014 to 6.87 × 1015

E Activation energy upper mantle J·mol−1 3 × 105

Activation energy lower mantle 2 × 105

V Activation volume upper mantle m3·mol−1 5 × 10−6

Activation volume lower mantle 1.5 × 10−6

Byerlee's plastic deformation
fc Friction coefficient ‐ 0.2
σmax Maximum yield strength MPa 300
σ0 Surface yield strength MPa 20
Mantle phase transition parameters
γol‐wd Clapeyron slope ol‐wd transition MPa·K−1 2.5 to 5
γpost‐spinel Clapeyron slope wd/rd‐ps transition MPa·K−1

−0.5 to −3
zol‐wd ol‐wd transition equilibrium depth km 410
zpost‐spinel Post‐spinel transition equilibrium depth km 670
dol‐wd ol‐wd transition width km 20
dpost‐spinel Post‐spinel transition width km 20
Tol‐wd ol‐wd transition potential temperature K 1,423
Tpost‐spinel Post‐spinel transition potential temperature K 1,423
Δρol‐wd ol‐wd transition density contrast kg·m−3 250
Δρpost‐spinel Post‐spinel transition density contrast kg·m−3 350
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ηbyer ¼
min σ0 þ fcP; σmaxð Þ

_εII
: (9)

The subscripts upper and lower refer to the upper and lower mantle, respectively (Equation (8)). The others
meaning for the parameters are shown in Table 1. For numerical stability, we consider a maximum viscosity
of 1024 Pa·s.

To define the effective long‐wavelength surface topography, we need to evaluate the vertical stress (σzz) at the
surface, which is done using the consistent boundary flux method proposed by Zhong et al. (1993). This
method has been proven to be accurate to study long wavelength topography (larger than 1,000 km)
(Crameri et al., 2012; Zhong et al., 1996).

The surface normal stress can be translated into an effective surface topography using the density contrast
between lithosphere and the surface media (i.e., water for the oceanic part and air for the continental part)
using (Turcotte & Schubert, 2002).

Hsurf x; z ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ σzz x; z ¼ 0ð Þ η0 κ
H2

Δρ g
; (10)

whereHsurf is the surface topography,σzz is nondimensional normal stress at the surface,Δρ the density con-
trast between lithospheres and the media (e.g., water or air) (Table 1). We calibrate the surface topography
against the present‐day average depth of the mid‐ocean ridges (MOR) about 2.9 km depth.

In this study, we consider the dynamic component of the topography as the nonisostatic part, which can be
related to the mantle flow. To obtain the dynamic component, we remove the isostatic component from the
total topography (Equation (10)).

Hdyn x; z ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ Hsurf x; z ¼ 0ð Þ− Isosubd þ Isoupper
� �

; (11)

where Isosubd is the isostatic component due to the vertical stress of the subducting plate:

Isosubd ¼ ∫
Z

0 g ρm αzT zð Þ dz= Δρw gð Þ; (12)

whereas Isoupper is the isostatic component of the upper plate, obtained by vertical stress due to the thermal
and compositional part:

Isoupper ¼
∫
Z

0
g ρm αzT zð Þ þ g C Δρccð Þdz

Δρairg
: (13)

Z is the integration depth by assuming a compensation level at 300 km depth, Δρw is the density contrast
between mantle and water (Δρw = ρm − 1000), and Δρair for mantle and air (Δρair = ρm).

The size of the numerical domain is 9,000 km wide and 3,000 km deep (Figure 1b). The rectangular nonuni-
form grid contains 2,880 × 472 elements where the element size varies from 2.5 to 7.5 km. The highest reso-
lution grid (2.5 × 2.5 km2) is localized vertically from 0 to 210 km depth and horizontally between −5250 to
900 km. The mechanical boundary conditions are free slip on all boundaries; hence, the flow is driven only
by internal buoyancy forces. The use of free‐slip surface boundary appropriately simulates the large‐scale
(long‐wavelength; >103 km) surface, dynamic, and isostatic topography. However, this method fails to pre-
dict the short‐wavelength (<103 km) topography variation as well as the topography resulting from the vis-
cous plate bending (Crameri et al., 2012). The surface free‐slip boundary is thus suitable to investigate the
large‐scale topography evolution of the upper plate. The thermal boundary conditions are 273 K at the sur-
face and 2,773 K at the bottom. On the right‐hand side, aMOR profile has been imposed, whereas a zero‐heat
flux has been imposed on the left‐hand side (Figure 1b). The temperature initial condition represents a sub-
ducting plate extended from the MOR, which is located at x =−4,500 km, to the trench situated at x = 0 km,
with a given age at the trench following the half space cooling model (Turcotte & Schubert, 2002). To avoid
subduction initiation complications, an initial slab is present down to 200 km depth with a bending radius of
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500 km (Figure 1c). The upper plate extends from the right side to the trench, with a constant, initial thermal
thickness of about 100 km. A continental crust is present on the upper plate with a thickness of 30 kmwith a
density (ρc) of 2,700 kg/m

3. On top of the subducting plate, a 7.5‐km thick low viscosity layer of 1020 Pa·s is
presented down to 200 km depth in order to facilitate the decoupling between the plates (Figure 1c).

2.2. Investigated Parameters

The aim of this work is to investigate the impact of the slab‐upper/lower mantle discontinuity interaction on
the surface topography. A combination between mantle (i.e., viscosities and phase transformations) and slab
properties (i.e., strength and buoyancy) determines the slab behavior at the MTZ (Agrusta et al., 2017;
Christensen, 1996; Garel et al., 2014). We systematically vary these parameters.

Two olivine phase transitions are assumed at 410 km depth (the ol‐wd (γ410)) and at 670 km depth
(rg‐post‐spinel (γ670)). We investigate a Clapeyron slope range of ol‐wd from +2.5to +5.0 MPa/K, and
of post‐spinel from −3.0 to −0.5 MPa/K (Faccenda & Dal Zilio, 2017; Katsura & Ito, 1989; Litasov &

Figure 1. (a) Surface topography (km) in black, with the isostatic and dynamic components in green and red, respectively,
for the model domain at t = 0 Ma. The grey area corresponds to the measured mean topography (long‐wavelength) of the
upper plate. (b) Sketch of the model domain at t = 0 Ma of a subducting lithosphere with an initial age at the trench of
100 Ma. The background color indicates the viscosity, while the two horizontal black lines (γ410 and γ670) represent the
equilibrium position of the phase boundaries of olivine‐wadsleyite at 410 km depth and the post‐spinel transition at
670 km depth. The mid oceanic ridges of the subducting plate is also indicated. ηupper/lower indicates the upper/lower
mantle viscosity increases. Little rollers on the box sides represent the free slip boundary conditions. (c) Zoom‐in on the
subduction system. Background color corresponds to the initial temperature conditions. Thick light‐blue layer represents
the weak layer that decouples the plates. Black solid line represents the 1300°C isotherm. (d) Viscosity (solid lines) and
temperature (dashed line) mid oceanic ridge profiles used in this study.
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Ohtani, 2007). The density increases for a mantle composed of 100 wt.% of olivine associated with the
phase changes are Δρ410 = 250 kg/m3 and Δρ670 = 350 kg/m3 for γ410 and γ670, respectively (e.g.,
Faccenda & Zilio, 2017; Xu et al., 2008). The averaged upper mantle (averaged between 0 and 670 km
depth) viscosity is set to be about 1020 Pa·s at mantle temperature. The averaged viscosity of the lower
mantle (averaged between 670 and 3,000 km depth) is within a range of 1021 to 5 × 1022 Pa·s
(Čížková et al., 2012; Forte et al., 2002). The initial subducting plate age (i.e., Aplate), regulating the
slab strength and buoyancy, is varied between 25 and 150 Myr (Table 2). To determine the trench
motion during the subduction evolution, we track the trench position (with the initial location at
x = 0 km) and its trench velocity (Vt = dXt/dt, positive when the trench moves in the direction of the
upper plate). We consider the convergence velocity, defined as Vconv = Vsubd − Vt, (with Vsubd the
subducting plate velocity) as a proxy to the slab pull force. For the topographic investigations, we
observe throughout our models, sharp variations along of the surface topography. These topographic
variations are due to the sharp transition in density between the continental crust and the ocean
boundary once the upper plate moves toward the subducting one. To avoid these artifacts, we average
surface topography (Equations (11)–(13)) only in the central part of the upper plate, between 800 and
2,200 km from the trench, far away from sharp density variations. Our study then focuses on the
large‐scale topographic variation of the upper plate (Hsurf, Hdyn). We also measure the dynamic
topography rate (Dynrate = dHdyn/dt).

Table 2
List of Models with Their Input Variables: Phase Transition Clapeyron Slopes, Lower Mantle Viscosity Prefactor, and the Initial Age of the Plate at the Trench (Aplate)

Model number γ410 (MPa/K) γ670 (MPa/K) Alower (Pa s) Aplate (Ma) t670 (Ma) Wslab (km) Zslab (km) Category

0 0 0 2.29 × 1014 100 6.0 126 2,271 1
1 +2.5 −0.5 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 168 1,628 2
2 +2.5 −1.0 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 211 1,574 2
3 +2.5 −1.5 2.29 × 1015 100 6.1 256 1,500 2
4 +2.5 −2.0 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 1,446 1,111 2
4c +2.5 −2.0 6.87 × 1015 100 6.0 1,387 923 2
4g +2.5 −2.0 2.29 × 1015 150 5.8 1,502 1,187 2
5 +2.5 −2.5 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 1,368 1,042 2
6 +2.5 −3.0 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 843 931 2
7 +3.0 −1.5 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 266 1,252 2
8 +3.0 −2.0 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 1,275 1,088 2
9 +3.5 −3.0 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 646 884 3
10 +4.0 −0.5 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 354 1,236 1
11a +4.0 −2.0 2.29 × 1014 100 6.0 248 1,642 1
11b +4.0 −2.0 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 578 1,679 3
12 +4.0 −2.5 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 612 1,433 3
13 +4.0 −3.0 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 639 908 3
14 +5.0 −0.5 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 369 1,590 3
14e +5.0 −0.5 2.29 × 1015 50 6.2 356 1,401 3
14f +5.0 −0.5 2.29 × 1015 150 5.9 341 1,770 3
15 +5.0 −1.0 2.29 × 1015 100 6.1 432 1,644 3
15c +5.0 −1.0 6.87 × 1015 100 6.0 526 1,260 3
16 +5.0 −1.5 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 476 1,606 3
17a +5.0 −2.0 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 526 1,260 3
17c +5.0 −2.0 6.87 × 1015 100 6.1 627 1,135 3
17f +5.0 −2.0 2.29 × 1015 150 5.7 560 1,668 3
18 +5.0 −2.5 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 587 1,221 3
19a +5.0 −3.0 2.29 × 1014 100 6.0 167 1,650 1
19b +5.0 −3.0 2.29 × 1015 100 6.0 861 1,832 4
19c +5.0 −3.0 4.58 × 1015 100 6.1 1,011 1,472 4
19d +5.0 −3.0 6.87 × 1015 100 6.1 1,406 1,213 4
19e +5.0 −3.0 2.29 × 1015 25 6.4 570 1,966 4
19f +5.0 −3.0 2.29 × 1015 50 6.3 703 1,950 4
19g +5.0 −3.0 2.29 × 1015 150 5.8 905 1,934 4

Note. Output variables including: the maximal values of slab length (Wslab) and depth (Zslab), the time to reach the 670‐km discontinuity (t670) and the category
in which each model fits
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In order to discriminate between different slab behaviors and morpholo-
gies, we define two diagnostic measured quantities. The following quanti-
ties are evaluated starting from the time the slab reaches 670 km depth
(t670), which roughly indicates the time when the slab begins to interact
with the upper/lower mantle discontinuity. We measure the width of the
slab in the transition zone (Wslab) and themaximum slab depth (Zslab) over
time (Figure 2a). Those measurements will help us to separate our models
into different slab categories. A slab that sinks straight into the lowerman-
tle will display a relatively constant Wslab, close to the initial thickness of
the subducting plate, and will display an increase of Zslab through time
(category 1, Figure 2). A slab that stagnates in the transition zonewill show
a nearly linear increase of theWslab and a relatively constant (Zslab) (cate-
gory 2, Figure 2). A slab folding while passing through the MTZ will show
oscillations ofWslab, and a constant increase of Zslab (category 3, Figure 2).
Finally, a slab that will buckle and stagnate for a while in the transition
zone, before sinks in the lower mantle, will show an increase of Wslab

together with an almost constant Zslab (similar to the category 2), during
the period of stagnation and buckling, followed by a decrease of Wslab

and increases of Zslab, for the period of lower mantle sab sinking (category
4, Figure 2). For the example of category 4 shown in Figure 2 the lower
mantle sinking occurs at ~60 Myr. Wslab, Zslab, and t670 are used to define
the two dimensionless values tfold and D. tfold is defined as follows:

tfold ¼ tslab
t670

; (14)

where tslab corresponds to the time needed by the slab to stagnate, and it is
the time during which (Wslab − <Wslab>) > 0 is satisfied, with <Wslab>
the arithmetic average ofWslab in time. tfold indicates thus howmuch slab
material it trapped in the transition zone and for how long.

The second parameter D is the ratio between the rate at which the slab
accumulates in the MTZ, and the rate at which the slab sinks in the lower
mantle (D = (dWslab/dt)/(dZslab/dt)).

D ¼ W slab tendð Þ−W slab t670ð Þ
Zslab tendð Þ−Zslab t670ð Þ ; (15)

with tend, the final time of the simulations. D is similar to the parameter defined by Agrusta et al. (2018), and
it indicates whether the slab is more prone to sink in the lower mantle or to get trapped in the MTZ. A slab
that does not accumulate into the MTZ will have both tfold and D less than 1. On the contrary, these variable
will be larger than 1 for a hypothetical slab that will be trapped or interacting for longer time into MTZ.

3. Results

We performed 33 simulations (Table 2) of self‐consistent single‐sided 2D subduction with the aim to study
the expression of the slab dynamics on the surface. In this section, we first describe a reference model of a
slab sinking straight into the lower mantle in a simplified setup that does not include mantle phase transi-
tions, and presents a relatively weak lower mantle (with an averaged viscosity of 1021 Pa·s) (Table 2). Next,
we systematically modify the reference model by changing the strength of the ol‐wd and rg‐to‐post‐spinel
transitions (γ410; γ670), the prefactor term for the lower mantle viscosity (Alower), and the initial age of the
subducting plate (Aplate).

In order to describe the deep slab evolution and the corresponding surface expression, we describe the evo-
lution of the model during three distinct phases (e.g., Funiciello et al., 2003), corresponding to three states of
slab sinking in the mantle. The first phase corresponds to the interval in which the slab sinks through the
upper mantle and lasts until the slab reaches the 670 km depth discontinuity at the t670. The second phase

Figure 2. (a) Snapshots of four slab‐MTZ interaction modes. (b and c) the
time series of the width of the slabs at 670 km (Wslab) and slab tip depth
(Zslab) for the four cases in (a): (Cat1) category 1, undisturbed slab; (Cat2)
category 2, flat slab; (Cat3) category 3, folding slab; (Cat4) category 4,
buckling slab and avalanche.
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occurs during the slab interaction with the upper/lower mantle boundary
at 670 km depth when the slab tip depth is stagnating between 670 and
1,000 km depths. The third phase is after slab interaction with the 670
km depth discontinuity when the slab propagate deeper into the lower
mantle (Figure 2).

3.1. Reference Model

Previous models have shown that both a weak lower mantle viscosity and
a weak mantle endothermic transition (γ670) facilitate slab penetration in
the lower mantle (e.g., Goes et al., 2017). Hence, our reference model is
characterized by the absence of mantle phase transitions and a relatively
weak lower mantle, with an initial subducting plate of 100 Myr (Table 2,
model 0; Figure S1 in the supporting information).

During the first phase, the slab sinks freely into the upper mantle until it
reaches the base of the upper mantle (Figure S1). The dynamic topogra-
phy profile remains flat around 0 km without significant lateral varia-
tions. During this phase, the convergence velocity (Vconv) accelerates
from 2 cm/yr to ~5 cm/yr, suggesting an increase in the slab pull force
(Figure S1d). At the surface, the trench advances with velocity (Vt) from
4 cm/yr to 2.5 cm/yr (Figure S1f). The topography of the upper plate dur-
ing this phase remains roughly constant through time, with an averaged
elevation (Hsurf) of 1 km above the sea level with a negligible averaged
dynamic component (Hdyn = 0 km) (Figures S1c and S1e).

After penetrating into the lower mantle, the slab shows a subvertical and
linear morphology with a folded tip edge due to the slight increasing lower

mantle viscosity (Figure S1b). Yet the dynamic profile along the upper plate remains stable and close to 0 km
elevation (Figure S1a). During the slab descent, the Vconv increases up to ~10 cm/yr (Figure S1d), while Vt

suggests trench advance (Figure S1f). The large‐scale surface topography of the upper plate decreases
through time, until reaches about 800 m above the seal level at end of the simulations (tend) (Figure S1c).
The same trend is observed on the dynamic topography that shows a slow subsidence of 200 m over 7
Myr (Figure S1e).

3.2. Slab Dynamics Categories

The subduction behavior at depth varies due to changes in the following geodynamical parameters with
respect to the reference model: Aplate, γ410, γ670, and lower mantle viscosity (hereafter indicated by the pre-
factor Alower) (Table 2). To categorize slab interaction modes depending on the mantle and plate properties,
we draw a diagram based on the output variables tfold and D (Figure S2). The models fall in four main
categories:

• (Category 1, “undisturbed slab”) for D < 1 and tfold < 1, the slab penetrates almost undisturbed in the
lower mantle (similar to the reference model).

• (Category 2, “flat slab”) for D > 1 and tfold > 1, the slab does not penetrate in the lower mantle.
• (Category 3, “folding slab”) forD< 1 and 1 < tfold < 6, the slab penetrates in the lowermantle, with folding

episodes.
• (Category 4 “buckling slab and avalanche”) for D < 1 and tfold > 6, the slab, before to sink in the lower

mantle, it gets trapped in MTZ while folding.

We delineate tfold≈6 as an arbitrary choice. Indeed, we observe throughout our models that tfold≈6 is the
limit between category 3 and category 4.

A regime diagram summarizing how the relative behavior of slabs changes with phase transition strengths at
the 410 and 670 km depth is shown in Figure 3. Subducting plate age and lower mantle viscosity seem to give
a weak contribution to cluster the slab categories, and we will describe their influence on the next sections.
There are quite tight ranges of plausible conditions over which undisturbed slabs (category 1), flattening

Figure 3. Regime diagram plotting γ410 against γ670 at either fixed lower
mantle viscosity (Alower = 2.29 × 1015 Pa·s) and Aplate = 100 Ma. Each
circle corresponds to a model. Shaded areas corresponds to slab categories:
undisturbed slab (category 1), flat slab (category 2), folding slab (category 3),
and buckling slab and avalanche (category 4). These areas derive from
Figure S2 (supplementary materials that define interaction modes).
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slabs (category 2), and buckling and flushing slabs (category 4) are expected. In contrast, there is a quite wide
range over which the folding slab behavior exist (category 3).

3.3. Undisturbed Slab (Category 1)

This undisturbed sinking category includes slabs that neither fold nor accumulate into the MTZ, and their
morphologies remain similar to the reference model, displaying a subvertical morphology extended from
the surface to lower mantle (Figure 4, Movie S1). We found that the simulations in this category are obtained
with the lowest lower mantle viscosity (viscosity with prefactor Alower < 2.29 × 1015 Pa·s) (Figure 4; Table 2,
models 0, 10, 11a, and 19a). As expected, a weak lower mantle does not provide enough resisting force to
make the slabs stagnate into the upper mantle that agrees with previous studies (e.g. Agrusta et al., 2017;
Mao & Zhong, 2018). The general evolution of those slabs morphology as well as dynamic topographies pro-
file (Figures 4a and 4b) is similar to the reference model in which the effect of phase transitions was not
included, and the only difference is the convergence velocity (Vconv), since that the presence of the ol‐wd
mantle phase transition enhances the slab pull (Figure 4d). The trench shows an advancing trend and the
topography a weak subsidence (Figures 4c, 4e–4g).

3.4. Flat Slab (Category 2)

Slabs belonging to this category stagnate into the transition zone (Figure 5, Movie S2), and this slab
dynamics is promoted by a viscous lower mantle (viscosity prefactor of Alower ≥ 2.29 × 1015 Pa·s) (Table 2;

Figure 4. (a and b) Selected time steps in the evolution of the models 11a and 19a (Table 2). Top: dynamic topography
profiles. Bottom: zoom‐in of the slab morphology. The colors represent the viscosity and the arrow the velocity field.
The grey solid line contour is the 1300°C isotherm, while the solid black lines correspond to the mantle phase transitions.
Box in the bottom left corner shows the symbol that refers to the plot in Figure S2. The dark and light grey lines indicate
the dynamic topography top plots. Time series of the surface topography (c), convergence velocity (d), dynamic
topography (e), trench velocity (f), and the dynamic rate of the upper plate (g) of the current models. Dotted black lines are
the reference model (Figure S1).
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Figure 5), and by weak exothermic phase transition (γ410 < +3.5 MPa/K) combined with a strong
endothermic one (γ670 < −2 MPa/K (Table 2; Figure 5).

To study the evolution of this slab category, we selected three simulations characterized by similar mantle
phase transitions of ol‐wd and post‐spinel (γ410 = +2.5 MPa/K and γ670 = −2 MPa/K) and different lower
mantle viscosities and initial subducting plate ages. These models are shown in Figure 5: model 4 with
Alower of 2.29 × 1015 Pa·s and Aplate of 100 Myr; model 4g with an older Aplate of 150 Myr and the same lower
mantle viscosity of the model 4; and the model 4c with Alower of 6.87 × 1015 Pa·s, while the Aplate is the same
as for model 4 (Table 2).

For each of the three simulations, the first phase where the slab freely falls in the upper mantle lasts about 6
Myr. The dynamic topography profile remains almost flat similar to the profile observed during the same
phase for the reference model (Movie S2). The trench advances with Vt of ~1 cm/yr, while Vconv speeds
up gradually, about 3 cm/yr (Figures 5e and 5g).

After reaching the upper‐lower mantle discontinuity, the slab tip folds and deforms into the MTZ (second
phase). We observe that, as soon as the slab starts rolling back, a large‐scale tilt toward the trench occurs
for all models (Figures 5a–5c, top), similar to results in Crameri and Lithgow‐Bertelloni (2017) and

Figure 5. (a, b, and c) Selected time steps in the evolution of the models 4, 4g, and 4c (Table 2). Top: zoom‐in on dynamic
topography space and time domain. Bottom: zoom‐in of the slab morphology. The color represents the viscosity and the
arrows the velocity field. The black solid line contour is the 1300°C isotherm. Box in the bottom left corner shows the
symbol that refers to the regime diagram in Figure S2. The dark and light grey symbols indicate the dynamic
topography top plots. Time series of the surface topography (d), convergence velocity (e), dynamic topography (f), trench
velocity (g), and the dynamic rate of the upper plate (h) of the current models. Dotted black lines are the reference model
(Figure S1).
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Mitrovica et al. (1989). The trench starts to retreat with the highest velocity for the oldest plate and the
slowest for the models with the more viscous lower mantle. These velocity differences are also observed
for the convergence velocity, indicating an increase of the resisting force to the slab sinking in the lower
mantle from the more viscous lower mantle and an increase of the driving force from the oldest plate
(Figures 5e and 5g). The topographic signals (Hsurf; Hdyn) decrease abruptly for all models as soon as the
slabs fold and retreat, with an intensity that does not depend by the slab or lower mantle properties.
Along with the tilting, the mean topographies Hsurf and Hdyn show a decrease of about 0.8 and 0.3 km,
respectively (Figures 5d, 5f, and 5h).

The third phase is characterized by the deflection and stagnation of the slabs at the base of the upper mantle.
Despite similarities between slab morphologies, slabs evolve differently depending on the mantle and slab
properties. The younger slab shows undulations of the slab leading edge at the base of the upper mantle,
whereas the older slab does not exhibit such deformation (Figures 6a–6c, bottom). Along with the young slab
undulations in the MTZ, oscillations are observed in Vt (Figures 5a and 5g). The amplitude of Vt during
trench retreat motion depends on the slab strength: a younger slab increases the amplitude of the trench
oscillation, whereas an old slab and/or more viscous lower mantle dampens the undulation of the slab trail-
ing edge into the MTZ, which in turn, drive less oscillations in Vt.

Figure 6. (a, b, and c) Selected time steps in the evolution of the models 17a, 17f, and 17c (Table 2). Top: zoom‐in on
dynamic topography space and time domain. Bottom: zoom‐in of the slab morphology. The color represents the viscos-
ity and the arrow the velocity field. The black solid line contour is the 1300 °C isotherm. Box in the bottom left corner
shows the symbol that refers to the regime diagram in Figure S2. The dark and light grey symbols indicate the dynamic
topography top plots. Time series of the surface topography (d), convergence velocity (e), dynamic topography (f), trench
velocity (g), and the dynamic rate of the upper plate (h) of the current models. Dotted black lines are the reference
model (Figure S1).
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The topography (Hsurf; Hdyn), after having reached its minimum at the end of the second phase, remains
almost constant for the less viscous lower mantle and the young plate cases, whereas a rise of Hdyn is
observed for the more viscous lower mantle (Figure 5f). This high dynamic topography elevation is due to
the mantle return flow restricted to the upper mantle (Figures 5c and 5f). The topographic profile still keeps
its tilted shape (Figures 5a–5c, top).

3.5. Folding Slab (Category 3)

Category 3 (Figure 6) involves simulations that primarily have a strong ol‐wd phase transition, combined
with relatively strong post‐spinel transition and a high lower mantle viscosity (Table 2). Indeed, it is
known that strong a ol‐wd phase transition (high γ410) increases the sinking velocity of the slab, while
both a strong post‐spinel phase transition (very negative γ670) and a strong lower mantle hamper slab
penetration and may facilitate slab lateral undulation and slab folding behavior (Běhounková &
Čížková, 2008; Tosi et al., 2015). This slab behavior is obtained for a strong ol‐wd (γ410) transition
combined with a moderate post‐spinel (γ670 < −2 MPa/K) transition, while the lower mantle viscosity
needs a prefactor Alower > 2.29 × 1015 Pa·s (Table 2). To better understand the evolution of these slab
transition zone interactions, we look at models with similar values of ol‐wd (γ410 = +5 MPa/K) and
post‐spinel (γ670 = −2 MPa/K) transitions, and we vary the Aplate from 100 to 150 Ma and the Alower

viscosity prefactor from 2.29 × 1015 Pa·s to 6.87 × 1015 Pa·s (Table 2). Figure 6 shows model 17a,
characterized by a Aplate of 100 Myr and a Alower of 2.29 × 1015 Pa·s, model 17f, with a Aplate of 150
Myr and the same Alower, and model 17c with Aplate of 100 Myr and the Alower of 6.87 × 1015 Pa·s
(Table 2). Regardless of the transition zone and lower mantle properties, the behavior during the first
phase for models in category 3 is comparable to the reference model, and again, the dynamic topography
shows a flat profile for the three models. However, we notice that the magnitude of Vconv is up to
15 cm/yr, higher than for the previous categories due to the high strength of ol‐wd (γ410), which enhances
the slab pull force (Figure 6e).

After reaching the base of the upper mantle, the folding slabs propagate directly into the lower mantle.
Indeed, due to the weak resisting forces associated with a relatively weak endothermic phase transition,
slabs pass easily across the transition zone (Figures 6a–6c). At first view, this behavior looks like the simple,
undisturbed sinking slab (category 1). However, due to the strong slab pull force linked to the strength of the
ol‐wd transition, the slabs fold in the transition zone. Also, the lower mantle affects the behavior of the fold-
ing slab. Indeed, the slab does not penetrate easily into the lower mantle, and as a result, narrow folds are
generated in the transition zone (Figure 6c, bottom). We observe a dynamic tilting of the upper plate toward
the trench once slabs start to retreat. In contrast, if the slab folds and the trench advances, it induces an oppo-
site tilt of the upper plate (Figures 6a–6c, top).

The convergent and trench velocities show oscillation in time (Figures 6e and 6g). The model with
Aplate = 150 Myr shows a period of about 20 Myr, whereas the younger subducting plate shows a period
of about 15 Myr. The period of the model with stronger Alower is about 30 Ma. The amplitudes of Vconv

and Vt are not affected byAplate and remain higher by about 2 cm/yr than the stronger lower mantle viscosity
case (Figures 6c, 6e, and 6g).

These variations in velocities correspond to periods of trenches advance and retreat (Figures 6e and 6g).
These oscillations with similar periods are also found in the topographic evolutions, which show highs
and lows in Hsurf and Hdyn (Figures 6d and 6f). These topographic features follow the trench velocity peaks
in time with a delay of ~4 Myr for a weak Alower and Aplate values of 100 and 150 Myr (Figures 6a, 6b, 6f, and
6g), whereas models with a strong Alower show a delay of ~7 Myr (Figures 6c, 6d, and 6g). During trench
advance, the slab bends toward the upper plate (Figures 6b, top, 6a and 6c, bottom), and as a result, topo-
graphic uplift occurs, as shown by the peak in dynamic topographic rate Dynrate (Figure 6h). In contrast,
when the trench retreats, Hsurf and Hdyn decreases, resulting in a minimal Dynrate (Figure 6h). The ampli-
tude of dynamic topography Hdyn varies as function of Aplate, where a younger subducting plate induces
more topographic amplitude about of 0.2 km (Figure 6f). The amplitude of Hdyn for stronger lower mantle
viscosities (Figures 6c and 6f) remains similar to what is measured for models with a weaker lower mantle
viscosity (Figures 6a and 6f).
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3.6. Buckling Slab and Avalanche (Category 4)

Category 4 differs from the category 3 by showing a long period of slab folding in the MTZ, followed by a slab
avalanche behavior into the lower mantle. This is obtained with a strong γ670 (Table 2 and Movie S3). To
study the evolution of this slab category, we use a model similar to the one used in category 3 but with
γ670 = −3 MPa/K (Figures 7a–7c).

As before, we modify the lower mantle viscosity and the Aplate. Model 19b has an Aplate value of 100 Myr and
an Alower value of 2.29 × 1015 Pa·s, whereas model 19b has an older Aplate value of about 150 Myr. For model
19c, we increase the Alower at 6. 87 × 1015 Pa·s, while we keep the same Aplate as in model 19b (Table 2). The
first phase lasts 6 Ma (Figure 7). The overall evolution of these models during the journey of the slab into the
upper mantle is comparable to what has been described for the category 3.

For the second phase, the creation of folds is mirrored by fluctuations of Vconv and Vt. When Vconv increases,
the slab rolls back and the trench retreats. By contrast, when Vconv decreases, the slab bends toward the
upper plate, and the trench advances (Figures 7a–7c, 7e, and 7g). The amplitude and period of velocities
are similar to those recorded in the category 3. The periods are about 30 and 15 Ma for the models with a
stronger and weaker lower mantle viscosity, respectively (Figures 7e and 7g). The amplitudes in Vt are not
affected by Aplate and remain higher by about 1 cm/yr than the stronger lower mantle viscosity case
(Figures 7c and 7g). Indeed, strong Alower decreases the velocities, because strong Alower decreases the

Figure 7. (a, b, and c) Selected time steps in the evolution of the models 19b, 19g, and 19c (Table 2). Top: zoom‐in on
dynamic topography space and time domain. Bottom: zoom‐in of the slab morphology. The color represents the viscos-
ity and the arrow the velocity field. The black solid line contour is the 1300°C isotherm. Box in the bottom left corner
shows the symbol that refers to the regime diagram in Figure S2. The dark and light grey symbols indicate the dynamic
topography top plots. Time series of the surface topography (d), convergence velocity (e), dynamic topography (f), trench
velocity (g), and the dynamic rate of the upper plate (h) of the current models. Dotted black lines are the reference
model (Figure S1).
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vigor of the convection. Following the Vt oscillation in time, the dynamic topography profiles are similar to
those for category 3, episodically experiencing a dynamic tilting of the upper plate toward and away from the
trench with respect to the slab folding dynamics and trench movement (Movie S3).

The mean topographic measurements (Hsurf and Hdyn) increase and decrease depending on the slab folding
in the transition zone (Figures 7a–7c and 7f). The Hdyn amplitudes and periods are also similar to what was
recorded in the category 3, with the difference that in these cases the slabs pile up in the transition zone
rather than in the lower mantle.

When the slab material that accumulates into the transition zone starts to flush down into the lower mantle
(third phase) (Figures 7a–7c, bottom), the dynamic topographic profiles show a sudden high, followed by an
abrupt dynamic subsidence of the upper plate (Figures 7a–7c, top). We observe a sharp increase in Vt and
Vconv for the models with a weak Alower (Figures 7a–7c, 7e, and 7g). On the contrary, model with strong
Alower prevents the slab from penetrating into the lower mantle and induces a slow increase in Vt

(Figures 7c and 7g). For models 19b and 19g, Vt and Vconv increase with up to 5 cm/yr and ~10 cm/yr, respec-
tively (Figures 7a, 7b, 7e, and 7g). Such acceleration is explained by an increase of the slab sinking force, due
to the reduced effect of the post‐spinel (γ670) resisting force after the slab penetration. In contrast, model 19c
shows smaller amplitude in Vt and Vconv about 1 and 3 cm/yr, respectively (Figures 7c, 7e, and 7g). Strong
lower mantle viscosity hampers the slab sinking into the lower mantle, which, in turn, drives slow trench
retreat (Figures 7c and 7g). The velocities (Vconv and Vt) show oscillation periods of about 30 and 50 Ma
for models with weak Alower and strong Alower, respectively (Figures 7e and 7g). Linked to these new kine-
matics, Hsurf, Hdyn, and Dynrate (Figures 7d, 7f, and 7h) show long periods of increasing and decreasing
induced by the slab avalanches where the periods are similar to what is recorded in Vt and Vconv

(Figures 7a–7c, 7e, and 7g). The amplitudes differ according to the geodynamical variables (Alower and
Aplate). Varying Aplate does not change the amplitude of Hdyn, which remains about 1.1 km. In contrast,
stronger lower mantle viscosity increases the Hdyn amplitude by about 0.6 km more than weaker lower
mantle (Figure 7f).

After a “slab avalanche,” the trench retreats, and we observe a tilting of dynamic topography profile toward
the trench. This typical dynamic topography profiles resemble those for the flat slab behavior (category 2).
However, there are variations between modes. The steepest tilt is recorded for the weak Alower in combina-
tion withAplate = 100Myr, whereas neither old plates nor a viscous lower mantle provides steep tilting of the
upper plate (Figures 7b and 7c).

3.7. Sensitivity of the Dynamic Topography with Respect to Deep Slabs Dynamics

To summarize the findings of our parametric study, Figures 8a and 8c show the relationships between the
time needed by slabs to fold (i.e., tfold) versus the mean dynamic topography period and the maximum
dynamic topographic rate, whereas the maximum thickness of the slab into the transition zone against
the maximal dynamic topography amplitude is shown in Figure 8b.

The dynamic topographic period is measured by taking the duration between peaks and averaging these dis-
tance. For the amplitudes of the dynamic topography (Hdyn) and its rate (Dynrate), we take their maximum
values in time after the first slab/MTZ interactions (i.e., t670).

The dynamic topographic period depends on the ability of the slab to sink into the lower mantle. For the
weakest lower mantle viscosity, slabs sink faster into the lower mantle than they do for a more viscous lower
mantle case. We observe a relationship between the time spent by the slab in theMTZ (tfold) and the dynamic
topographic period. Stronger lower mantle viscosity results in the slab being trapped into theMTZ, which, in
turn, increases the dynamic period. In otherwords, this specific surface fingerprint highlights the fact that the
mantle flow is slower for strong mantle viscosity, which in turn, drives a longer dynamic period. On the con-
trary, the weakest lower mantle viscosity provides less resisting force to slab‐mantle‐induced flow. The man-
tle vigor is therefore more efficient, providing a shorter period in dynamic topography (category 1, Figure 8a)

A viscous lower mantle combined with a strong ol‐wd transition (i.e., γ410 > +3.5 MPa/K), and a relatively
weak post‐spinel transition (i.e., γ670 > −3.0 MPa/K) reduces the dynamic period. The age of the subducting
plate does not induce significant changes in the period for categories 1, 3, and 4, whereas an old plate
decreases the period for category 2.
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For the dynamic amplitude and its rate, we observe a linear trend between categories 1, 3, and 4 (Figures 8b
and 8c). Again, the amplitude increase depends on the viscosity of the lowermantle. A stronger lower mantle
together with a large strength of the ol‐wd transition (i.e., γ410 > +3.5 MPa/K) and a weak post‐spinel one
(i.e., γ670 < −3.0 MPa/K) leads to the highest amplitudes in dynamic topography and its rate (Figures 8b
and 8c). The slabs from category 2 stand out from the relationship between the maximal width of the slab
(W670) and the dynamic amplitude. These models have similar dynamic topography amplitudes, around
900 m (Figure 8b).

The dynamic topographic rate (Dynrate) amplitudes are less than ~0.25 km/Myr for both categories 1 and 2.
This indicates that neither undisturbed slab (category 1) nor flat slab (category 2) behavior in the MTZ influ-
ence the large‐scale topography of the upper plate significantly (Figure 8c). On the contrary, categories 3 and
4 show a wide range of dynamic topography rates from ~0.15 to ~0.5 km/Myr. Those values indicate that the
folding slab behavior strongly affects the topography of the upper plate. The strong resisting force to slab
penetration linked to Alower and γ670 drives the highest Dynrate amplitude.

4. Discussion

This study presents 2D self‐consistent numerical models showing how the evolution of the slab during its
journey into the mantle is represented by the dynamic topography of the overriding plate. The characteristic
dynamic topographic signal strongly depends on the slab dynamics at depth. We find that, for each of the

Figure 8. (a) Diagram plotting tfold against the mean dynamic topographic period (Hdyn). (b) Diagram plotting the slab
thickness in the MTZ (Wslab (max)/Wslab (t = 0)) versus the dynamic topography amplitude (Hdyn). (c) Diagram plot-
ting tfold over the maximum dynamic topography rate (Dynrate). As indicated in the legend box, the shape of the symbols
represents the lowermantle viscosity. The size of the symbols represents the initial subducting plate age (Aplate). The color
of the symbols represents the strength of ol‐wd transition (γ410). The color of the edges of the symbols represents the
strength of post‐spinel transition (γ670). Black lines delineate the slab categories areas: straight slab (category 1), flat slab
(category 2), folding slab (category 3), and folding slab and avalanche (category 4).
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categories presented in Section 3, the slabs behave differently, leading to a different, diagnostic
surface expression.

In the category 1, the weak resistance to slab penetration enables vertical slab sinking into the lower mantle.
This behavior generates a large‐scale return flow producing efficient slab suction (Faccenna et al., 2013).
Therefore, the trench does not retreat but instead shows a slight advancingmotion. The dynamic topography
slightly decreases over time when the slab sinks below the upper lower mantle discontinuity. Indeed, undis-
turbed sinking slabs into the lower mantle lead to the creation of a much larger convection cell below the
upper plate. As a result, the dynamic topography of the upper plate is progressively reduced by the down-
ward mantle flow generated by the sinking slab at depth.

For category 2 slabs, once the slab reaches the 670‐km discontinuity, a “slab pull” type dynamics (Faccenna
et al., 2013) is observed. At the surface, the dynamic topography is dragged down, and a tilt toward the trench
is observed when the slab starts to interact with the upper/lower mantle discontinuity. Both the dynamic
topographic low and the topographic tilt remain stationary during slab flattening in the MTZ, due to the
steady trench retreat state.

For category 3, episodic fold formation at depth occurs when the slab interacts with the transition zone. This
behavior is recurrent in all ourmodels with a strong γ410 and γ670, combined with a viscous lower mantle. On
the one hand, once the slab folds toward the upper plate, the trench advances, and uplift occurs on the upper
plate. On the other hand, the backward bend of the slab driven by trench retreat enhances an upper plate
dynamic low. Episodic dynamic topographic highs and lows, as well as tilting toward and away from the
trench, are promoted by slab folding.

Category 4 is characterized by a first phase, in which the slab deforms into theMTZ and shows a topographic
evolution at the surface similar to the folding slab (category 3). The trench advance and retreat motion pre-
cedes the dynamic topographic variation in time. Yet the dynamic tilting of the upper plate toward and away
from the trench depends on the slab folding behavior into the MTZ. Later, the slab sinks into the lower man-
tle (avalanche), and we observe an abrupt increase in trench velocity followed by an abrupt dynamic low and
a tilt of the upper plate toward the trench. This surface fingerprint is similar to that observed for the flat slab
(category 2). Hence, the slab surface expression for category 4 is a combination between the folding and flat
slab cases (categories 3 and 2, respectively).

In agreement with Crameri & Lithgow‐Bertelloni, (2017), we found that once the slab tip reaches the 670‐km
discontinuity, the mantle convection cell becomemuch larger, leading to a tilt of the overriding plate. Under
this condition, the dynamic topography of the overriding plate is reduced abruptly. When the slab is ponding
in the MTZ, the dynamic topography remains low, indicating that the underlying mantle flow keeps on
being dragged down from underneath the upper plate. Moreover, we see that folding‐slab behavior leads
to episodic changes in the slabmorphology. Slabs may fold forward and backward, leading to episodic trench
advance and retreat motions. Hence, the trench kinematics tunes the ability of the dynamic topography to go
up and down. This finding agrees with previous studies (e.g., Cerpa et al., 2014; Guillaume et al., 2009; Lee &
King, 2001), who show that slab dips vary in a time‐dependent manner as soon as they encounter a strong
barrier as the 670‐km discontinuity inducing episodic changing in the trench velocity, and, in turn, building
up topographic highs and lows close to the trench.

Our results show a key role of slab dynamics in controlling trench motion and the dynamic topography of
the upper plate. However, previous studies have shown that trench motions may depend on 3D flow in
the mantle (Funiciello et al., 2003; Funiciello et al., 2006; Schellart et al., 2007). In our study, the main con-
trolling factors on the surface fingerprint are the lower mantle viscosity and mantle phase transitions of the
olivine once the slab reaches the 670‐km depth discontinuity, and our results can be thus considered valid in
3D settings if our 2D models are set at the center of a wide 3D slab. By contrast, narrower 3D models should
increase the trench velocity and thus might change the dynamics of the slab at depth. Nonetheless, the
dynamic topography should remain the same for a given set of slab category (direct sinking, flat slab, and
folding slab). Further work is necessary to test this idea.

It has been known that the upper mantle deforms by dislocation creep (Hirth & Kohlstedt, 2003; Karato &
Wu, 1993). Dislocation creep may lead to a lower viscosity into the asthenosphere, compared to the pre-
sented models, inducing a better decoupling between the plates and the mantle, which would be less
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favorable to trench retreat (e.g.Billen & Arredondo, 2018, Capitanio et al., 2007). Additionally, in case of an
upper mantle with a larger viscosity (>2.1020 Pa·s), a delay in fold formation at depth might be expected.
Indeed, the size of the fold as well as the spacing between two successive folds may increase. Also, it would
have an effect on the slab sinking velocity that may delay the timing of a fold formation into the upper man-
tle (e.g.Billen & Hirth, 2007, Čížková et al., 2007). Hence, the oscillation in the trench advance and retreat
migration might be reduced. Similarly, an increase of viscosity of the upper mantle may be comparable to
an increase in the strength and buoyancy of the subducting plate. Indeed, as we show for the oldest slab cases
(Sections 3.5 and 3.6), the amplitude of the folds and the timing between two folds increase, while the trench
velocity is reduced for youngest initial age (Aplate) of the subducting plate. Most importantly, an increase of
upper mantle viscosity or the strength and buoyancy of the subducting plate delay the spacing between two
uplift episodes and reduce the magnitude of the uplift of the upper plate. Hence, by changing those model
characteristics (third dimension, upper mantle rheology, composite rheology, and weak layer viscosity),
the presented category boundaries in Figure 3 would likely shift as consequence, but the characteristic sur-
face fingerprints should remain similar for the corresponding slab category (i.e., flat, straight, and
buckling slabs).

There is observational evidence for time‐dependent variation surface fingerprints that may be linked to deep
slab dynamics in the mantle MTZ. The surface expression of deep mantle dynamics has been explored and
analyzed at global and local scale. At the global scale, the present day signal of deep subduction is well regis-
tered both in the geoid and topography (Flament et al., 2013; Forte et al., 1993; Zhong et al., 1996), even if the
fit between residual topography and dynamic topography is still low (Steinberger et al., 2001). Marine large‐
scale inundation has been interpreted as a signal of large‐scale continental tilting due to deep subduction.
Other examples come from continental subsidence of the Russian platform during the Devonian to
Permian (Mitrovica et al., 1996) and the subsidence of the Karoo Basin during the Late Carboniferous to
Early Triassic (Pysklywec & Mitrovica, 1999), both attributed to the subduction evolution and slab penetra-
tion into the lower mantle, leading to the subsidence of basins. In addition, the subsidence of the Australian
plate might be attributed by a significant amount of slab material localized within the mantle MTZ
(DiCaprio et al., 2009; Heine et al., 2010), which pulls down the continental plate.

Another test site for deep subduction is represented by the penetration of the Farallon slab under North
America into the lower mantle, probably in the Late Cretaceous. The deep slab penetration has been sug-
gested to generate subsidence of several hundreds of meters producing large‐scale flooding (Gurnis, 1990;
Gurnis et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2008; Mitrovica et al., 1996). Subsidence rates have been calibrated with the
lower mantle viscosity providing a picture similar to what has been found in our model results.

The dynamic topography related to slab folding has not yet been described in nature. Deciphering alternat-
ing episodes of subsidence and uplift in the geological record is indeed more complicated. Our models show
that the period of the expected signal is on the order of tens of millions of years but also that the vertical
motion is accompanied by horizontal advancemotion of the trench, as both will be dictated by the oscillation
of the trench motion. We expect alternatively extensional or neutral tectonics regime and compression
related to subsidence and uplift, respectively. One possible example is the compressional tectonic episodes
and the variation of the arc volcanism as recognized in the Andes that has been commonly attributed to var-
iations of the slab dip angle (Folguera et al., 2006; Kay et al., 2005). This work provides new insights to
explain other alternating compressional/extensional patterns of deformation over mobile belts.

5. Conclusions

In this study, using a series of 2D, single‐sided, self‐consistent thermo‐mechanical subduction models, we
investigate how slab dynamics at depth may affect the surface topography of the upper plate. A systematic
study shows that within a plausible range of the olivine phase transitions, mantle viscosity contrasts, and
ages of subducting plates, there are many cases where the surface topography is strongly affected by the
underlying slab dynamics. Cases where slabs sink straight into the deepmantle, which display a vertical mor-
phology, induce a quasi‐stationary trench state at the surface, as well as a relative flat long‐wavelength topo-
graphic signal of the upper plate over time. The coexistence of a strong post‐spinel transition (<−2 MPa/K)
Clapeyron slope combined with a viscous lower mantle (≥1.2 × 1022 Pa·s) hampers, at least temporarily, slab
penetration into the lower mantle and induces slabs to lay down horizontally in the MTZ, thereby driving
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trench retreat. As a result, a wide convection cell beneath the upper plate induces a dynamic low of the entire
upper plate. Slab folding and buckling are typical for both strong Clapeyron slopes at 410 km depth and 670
km depth and are characterized by episodes of trenches retreat and advance motion. These specific kine-
matics lead to cyclic changes of the mantle flow below the upper plate and induce episodic variation of
dynamic topography, by pulling up and down the upper plate according to the slab folding a depth.
Changes in slab dynamics occur regularly throughout Earth history. The associated changes of the surface
topography will help us constrain such deep slab behavior through time.
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